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Defects in Semiconductors

^p An Optical and Electrical study of Silicon, S i ^ G ^ and Ino.53Gao.47As

In this Ph. D. thesis, results of experimental studies of the transition metals Ti, V,
Nb, Mo, and W as impurity centres in silicon are presented. Emphasis is put on
energy level position, electrical and optical properties of the encountered defect
levels. The electrical and optical characteristics of Sij.xGex, 0.7<x<l, grown by liquid
phase epitaxy are stated. Furthermore, liquid phase epitaxy of In^GaQ 47As on InP,
together with the properties of the Cu-acceptor in this material are examined.
Junction Space charge methods together with photoluminescence are the main
characterization methods used. The thesis comprises an introduction and seven
papers that follow. The papers are:

(I) Electrical and optical characterization of titanium-related defects in silicon
L. Tilly, H.G. Grimmeiss, H. Pettersson, K. Schmalz, K. Tittelbach, and
H. Kerkow
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Semicond. Sci. Technol. 6 237(1991)
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1. Introduction

The study of condensed matters is not, as it is sometimes supposed, an entirely
modern phenomenon. For generations the very useful properties of metals as well
as the mysterious beauty of gemstones have fascinated the mind of man.

The early alchemist trying to unravel the mysteries of solid materials and vainly
attempting to convert lead into gold, driven by not entirely altruistic motives might
be regarded as the solid state physicist of his time.

However, since the end of the 19th century the development in the field of
material science has been dramatic. The introduction of the solid state transistor in
1948, started the race towards the so called information society, based on the use of
semiconductor technology. Tremendous improvements of computer capabilities
have been made regarding processing speed as well as data storage and transfer. At
present, an ordinary personal computer is capable of performing millions of
operations every second and storing data corresponding to a major encyclopaedia.
This is possible by squeezing all the millions of transistors making up the processor
unit or the memory circuit onto one single-crystalline semiconductor chip, one of
the major technological achievements of our time. The advantage of this
miniaturization is manifold: It is an obvious prerequisite for manufacturing
complex and fast circuits at all, and it also allows the parallel processing of a large
number of circuits on one wafer, thus lowering the price of each circuit chip
substantially.

The transfer of these large quantities of data is enabled by opto-electronical
devices, another class of semiconductor components, making use of the direct band
gap III-V materials as light emitters and detectors in e.g. fibre-optical communication
systems. Also in our everyday life, semiconductor opto-electronical devices play a
crucial role, for instance, when we make a telephone call or play a CD-record.

Why study impurity defects ? The use of impurities, introduced into the
semiconductor material in a controlled manner and thereby changing the resistivity
by several orders of magnitude, forms the absolute basis for the fabrication of any
semiconductor device from integrated circuits to semiconductor lasers and solar
cells.

By the formation of bonds between the foreign atom and the neighbouring
semiconductor atoms the impurity defect may either release or capture one or
several electrons and thereby change the electrical conductivity of the material. An
electrical current can be transferred either by the excess electrons, released by donor
type impurities, or by the positively charged holes left behind as acceptor impurities
capture electrons. Transistor structures, the most important semiconductor device,
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are formed by the precise doping of shallow impurities. Deep impurities are used to
form semi-insulating substrate material used for opto-electronic devices. On the
other hand, unintentional introduction of other impurities into the devices may
seriously deteriorate their performance.

Transition metal (TM) impurities such as titanium, molybdenum and tungsten
are commercially used as metals for electrical contacts. These metals also form
nitrides and silicides used in modern integrated circuit processing. The impact of the
defect electronic states formed from these TM-defects on the properties of the silicon
material is of course of profound interest to the semiconductor industry in
predicting and evaluating device performances. The study of TM defects in
semiconductors also provides theoreticians with important feedback information, in
order to understand the microscopic electronic structure of this class of defects.

In this Ph. D. thesis, experimental investigations of the electrical and optical
properties of the 3d-transition metals Ti and V, the 4d-elements Nb and W, together
with the 5d-transition metal Mo, as impurities in silicon, have been carried out
(papers I, n, HI, IV). Furthermore, liquid phase epitaxially grown Si1.xGex on silicon,
have been characterized, emphasizing on crystal material properties and impurity
characteristics (paper V). Liquid phase epitaxy of high purity ITIQ 53Ga0 47As on InP
have been used as a basis for the study of copper-induced defects in this material
(paper VI and VII).

2. Semiconductor Materials

Semiconductors

A crystal is characterized by a periodic arrangement of the constituent atoms.
This periodicity is retained throughout the whole crystal in a monocrystalline
material. Many different crystal structures are found in nature. In connection with j
semiconductor material the most important crystal arrangement is the diamond :
structure, which is a face centered cubic lattice with a two atom basis, as is shown in J
fig. la. Each atom bonds to its four nearest neighbours with covalent bonds in a *
tetrahedral arrangement. Silicon,Germanium, and diamond crystallize in this
structure. The ni-V compound semiconductors such as GaAs also crystallize in this
structure but the two atom basis consists in this case of one Ga-atom and one As-
atom. The crystal structure is then referred to as the zincblende structure.
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(a) (b)

Fig. I: (a) The Zincblende fee crystal structure. GaAs crystallizes in this structure
with Ga and As forming the two atom basis. The atoms forming the basis for
diamond, Si and Ge are of course identical, (b) Some points of high symmetry
within the first Brilluion zone1

The atomic electronic energy levels found for free atoms are broadened into
bands when put together in a crystal lattice2. Each band consists of a large number of
states, in fact as many as the number of primitive cells forming the crystal2

(~1023cm*3). The energetic positions of the electronic states as a function of
interatomic distance is sketched in fig. 2 . The band structure depend on the
elements forming the crystal and the type of chemical bonds between them, together
with the lattice periodicity. The band structures of Si and GaAs as a function of
electron wavevector in different lattice directions can be seen in fig. 3.

A division between different crystalline materials is normally made according to
their ability to conduct an electrical current. Materials showing a very low electrical
conductivity (less than 10'10 (ftcm)'1) are referred to as insulators. Metals, which
show a conductivity higher by several tens of orders of magnitude, are referred to as
conductors.
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From this point of view a semiconductor is an insulator at sufficiently low
temperatures and low impurity concentrations. The distinction between an
insulator and a semiconductor is, therefore, not well defined. If the bandgap is
sufficiently small to allow enough electrons to be thermally excited across the
bandgap at room temperature, resulting in a finite resistivity, the material is
normally regarded as a semiconductor.

Silicon

Silicon is by far the most extensively used semiconductor material, due to the
numerous technical advantages this material possesses compared to other
semiconductors. The abundance of silicon on the crust of the earth renders it the
position of the second most common element, with only oxygen found in greater
quantities. The possibility of purifying silicon and the fact that a thermally and
mechanically stable oxide (SiO2), used as doping mask and for electric insulation, can
be formed on the surface of a silicon crystal make silicon a very attractive material
for the production of semiconductor devices, ranging from solar cells to highly
integrated circuits.

A serious drawback for silicon is the indirect bandgap. As demonstrated in fig. 3a,
the minimum of the conduction band and the top of the valence band are located at
different points in k-space, defining an indirect band gap. Since a photon possesses
approximately zero momentum a lattice vibration, a so called phonon, must assist
in the optical transitions between the top of the valence band and the bottom of the
conduction band, in order to conserve momentum. This is a process much more
unlikely than an optical transition not involving a lattice vibration. This fact makes
silicon unsuitable for opto-electrical applications such as semiconductor lasers.

III-V material

GaAs was first syntesized in the 1920's4. Gallium belongs to the third group of the
periodical table and As belongs to the fifth group, hence GaAs is a member of the III-
V semiconductor family. Band gap as a function of lattice constant is presented in fig.
4., for a number of important members of the III-V compound family, also Si and Ge
from the fourth group is shown for comparison.

11
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Fig. 4: Band gap versus lattice constant for different compounds. The lines indicate
ternary and quarternary alloys. Adopted from Ref (5).

The bandgap of GaAs is direct, i.e. the conduction band minima and the top of
the valence band are located at the Brillouin zone center (at the T-point in fig. 3b),
and amounts to 1.52eV. The need for optically efficient materials and materials with
high electron and hole mobilities initiated the development of the III-V materials
and especially GaAs-related compounds. It is possible to tailor the material
properties of the III-V semiconductor family dependent on the specific intended
application. By substituting either the group III or group V atoms or both with other
atoms belonging to the same group, an alloy results with the desired properties, i.e. a
band gap very well suited for minimizing the diffraction of fibre optical
communication systems. This requirement is fulfilled by the InGaAs alloy, from
which transmitters and detectors are made, operating at a wavelength of X=1.5um.
The high carrier mobilities of III-V compounds (e.g. 2.5 105 cm2/Vs for high purity
GaAs4 ) enable very fast devices to be realized, like high speed transistors for
microwave applications.

Another important application of the III-V compc u id semiconductors, relying
on the direct band gap is the semiconductor laser, a device used in our everyday life,
when making a telephone call or just playing a CD-record.

12



This type device is up to now commercially fabricated exclusively in III-V materials,
by different epitaxial techniques. The greatest achievements of III-V semiconductor
techniques have thus been in opto-electrical applications and for very fast discrete
devices. However, the technical difficulties arising when trying to replace silicon
with these material in monolithic circuits are severe, due to, for instance the lack of
a stable oxide and the significantly higher costs of production.

Germanium was the semiconductor material first employed for electronic
devices. The first transistor, realized by a research group at AT&T Bell laboratories in
1947, was fabricated from Ge. Recently, alloys of Si and Ge have received great
interest as a material very well suited for so called bandgap engineering where the
material properties can be tailored by the choice of composition and substrate
material7. The bandgap of the unstrained alloy material changes with composition
from that of Si to the value for Ge with a crossover point from the Si X-conduction
band minima to the Ge-like L-minima at X=0.858-9.

Very fast transistor structures have been demonstrated, with the base region
replaced by a very thin layer of Sij.xGex alloy, exhibiting a high cut-off frequency
(fj=73GHz) far exceeding Si-based transistors10. In addition superlattice structures
realized by alternately growing a few atomic layers of Ge and a few layers of Si on a
silicon substrate have been shown to exhibit a quasi-direct bandgap, provided an
optimized growth sequence of the atomic Si and Ge layers is employed11-12. The
technical impact that will result from a future integration of both fast transistor
devices and opto-electronic components with the very well established silicon
monolithic circuit technology is difficult to underestimate.

3. Defects in Semiconductors

Defect characteristics

An imperfection of the crystal structure is normally referred to as a defect. The
microscopic structure of a defect can be very different. Native defects are formed by
missing atoms or excess host atoms. Rows or planes of these defects form

13
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dislocations and play a significant role in affecting the mechanical, electrical and
optical properties of crystals.

Point defects such as a vacancy or a foreign atom may affect the electronic state of
the crystal and often resulting in enrgy levels within the band gap. A large class of
defects originate from elemental impurities, introduced either during the crystal
growth or by later processing, deliberately or accidental. The impurities have
different effects on the electrical properties of the semiconductor material, depending
on the basic defect features such as ionization energy and capture rate of free carriers.
The defect atom can be located in several different position in the crystal structure. A
crystal host atom replaced by the defect atom is referred to as a substitutional
impurity. Defect atoms can occupy irregular sites, so called interstitial positions in
the space between the host atoms. The energetically most favourable sites are often
those exhibiting high symmetry, e.g. tetrahedral symmetry. Depending on the details
of the binding mechanism and lattice distortion, though, other sites may occur.

Traditionally, a distinction is made between energetically shallow and deep defect
levels. In silicon, a shallow level has an ionization energy of less than about 50meV
and ievels exhibiting higher ionization energies are regarded as deep. A more
stringent definition is based on the resemblance of a shallow defect level with the
hydrogen atom regarding its electronic states in the crystal, where the permeability
and effective masses are those of *he crystal, the Effective Mass Theory13 (EMT). If the
energy positions of the electronic states arising from the defect are satisfactory
described by this model the defect is said to be shallow, otherwise it is regarded as a
deep level.

The potential energy of the impurity center in the neighborhood of the defect '
core normally differs appreciably from that of a purely Coulombic potential. The core
potential contains both the potential from the defect ion and from the neighbouring
crystal atoms, giving it a complicated shape depending on the actual lattice site the
defect ion occupies. However, if the ionization energy is small the electron or hole
orbits extend over many primitive cells and the bound electron or hole is only
slightly affected by the non-Coulomb core potential. Consequently, the defect states
can be satisfactory described by the effective mass theory (EMT)13. In case of a donor ,
the essence of EMT is to assume the defect to have a long range Coulomb potential *
and expanding the bound electron wavefunction in the Bloch-waves of the \
conduction band minima.

14



The problem then reduces to the well known hydrogenic case, with energy
eigenvalues Enaccording to13

F Z2e4m* 1
n ~2M4*e)2'n2'

(1)

where m* is the effective mass of electrons, Z denotes the charge of the defect ion, e
represents the electron charge and e is the macroscopic dielectric constant of the
crystal. The excited states are enumerated by n.

Refinements of the EMT can be made by taking into account the anisotropy of
the electron effective mass in indirect semiconductors and by including the effects of
valley-orbit interaction lifting the sixfold degeneracy of the conduction band
minima.14 An acceptor-like defect can be treated in a similar way but with the
complication of degenerate valence bands15.

The effective mass theory accurately describes the excited states of a defect
exhibiting a Coulomb-like potential. The theory fails to predict the ground state
energy position and the energy levels of deep impurity defects with any precision.
Since the ionization energy is larger in these cases it is more likely to find the bound
particle in the central region of the defect, thus rendering the core potential much
more influential on the formation of the wave function of the electron or hole.

Examples of theories developed for calculating energy positions of deep impurity
levels with a localized potential normally make use of molecular cluster
approaches16 or methods such as the Green function Linear Muffin-Tin-Orbital
(LMTO) method17.

In a semiconductor device the generation and recombination of electrons and
holes involving deep and shallow defects is of great importance. The principle of
dynamic free carrier generation and recombination involving deep or shallow
defects is illustrated in fig. 5. Energy for the excitation of an electron or hole from a
defect level to one of the nearest bands can be provided in the form of thermal
energy or as a photon.

15



Fig. 5: Emission (denoted by e) and capture (denoted by c) processes involving
defects.

The thermal emission rate e th for electrons (n) or holes (p) follows the detailed
balance relation18'19

-n,p = cS!pNc,vexp(-AGn/p/kT)/ (2)

where cth denotes the capture coefficient, N the effective density of states in the
conduction or valence band and AGnp is the Gibbs free energy needed to excite a
carrier from the defect level to the nearest band, k is the Boltzmann constant and T
stands for the actual temperature. Further, the capture coefficient c can be
decomposed as

(3)

where a symbolizes the capture cross section of the defect for electrons or holes and
v t h denotes the mean thermal velocity of the free charge carrier. Often, <x is
temperature dependent. This dependence has to be taken into account in the
analysis of emission and capture processes2021. The capture of a free carrier can occur
via different processes22, as shown in fig. 6.

16
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Fig. 6: Examples of different capture processes, (a) radiative capture, (b) Auger
process, (c) cascade capture via excited states, (d) multiphonon capture processes.

By emitting the excess energy as a photon, the carrier can be trapped at the centre,
as indicated in fig. (6a). The recombination is then said to be radiative, with no
temperature dependence of the capture. When the energy of the free carrier is
transferred to another free carrier, thereby exciting it higher into the actual band, as
shown in FIG (6b), the recombination process is considered to be an Auger-type of
recombination.23

The excess energy of the carrier can also be dissipated through a multi-phonon
process where simultaneous emission of multiple phonons results24-25, giving a
temperature dependence of the capture cross section a

<T=ooexp(-AHc/kT), (4)

indicating a capture barrier AHC, which the carrier has to overcome. Especially if the
defect undergoes a lattice relaxation when capturing a free carrier, there will be a
large electron-phonon coupling and, therefore, a capture barrier according to the
configuration coordinate diagram, shown in fig. 6d.

If the defect exhibits excited states the capture normally occurs via these states,
dissipating the excess energy by successively emitting phonons26'22, resulting in a
large capture cross section since the higher excited states have a large spatial extent,
the effect is indicated in see fig. 6c.

17
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The temperature dependence of the capture cross section in this case of cascade
capture is likely to be of the form

o=<T0T~n, (4)

with n ranging from 1 to 4.

Through the detailed balance relation (eq. (2)) and the experimentally
determined temperature dependencies of the capture and emission processes, the
change of the Gibbs free energy AG associated with the thermal excitation process as a
function of temperature can be deduced27'28. Plotting the change of the Gibbs free
energy as a function of temperature reveals the entropy change AS as the slope of a
strait line and the change of enthalpy AH as the extrapolated value at T=0, according
to the thermodynamical relation

AG=AH-TAS. (6)

Often results are presented in the literature only in the form of an Arrhenius
plot of the thermal emission rate together with the acquired activation energy as the
energy position of the defect level. Without separate measurements of capture rates,
however, such information is of limited value, as can be seen by inserting eq. (4)
together with eq. (6) into the detailed balance relation, eq. (2) which then can be
written for the thermal excitation of an electron to the conduction band

f =VthOoNcexp(AS/k).exp(-(AHcn + AHn)/kT). (7)

Thus, the activation energy deduced from an Arrhenius plot alone is the sum of
the enthalpy AHn and the capture barrier AHm, if we assume an exponential
temperature dependence of the capture process as an example, i.e. multi-phonon
capture.

Excitation of charge carriers by the absorption of photons is another way of
changing the charge state of an impurity level. Optical excitation of an electron can
take place from the defect state to the conduction band or from the valence band to
the defect, eventually via the excited states of the defect. Also intra-impurity
transitions are possible, as illustrated in fig.7.

18



Ftg. 7: Examples of optical
transitions involving defects in an
indirect band gap material. The
transitions between the valence
band and an acceptor level and
from a donor level exhibiting
excited states to the conduction
band are indicated. Also internal
transitions are possible.

0/*

As the number of available states in the conduction band increases with
electronic energy the transition probability increases for the corresponding photon
energy. The spectral dependence of the photoionization is described by the transition
probability relation29,

(7)

This relation describes the probability W of dipole transitions per unit time
between a discrete impurity state 4*T of energy ET and a continuum state *Pb k of
energy Eb. Here p(Eb) is the density of states of band b as a function of energy. The
perturbation Hamiltonian is given by

2m
(9)

where A is the vector potential of the electromagnetic radiation A=Aoe
i(lr. The

optical wavevector is denoted by q. The momentum operator can be written, -ihV.
The photoionization cross section can now be deduced under the assumption of a
light wavelength much longer than the extension of the impurity wave function
justifying the approximation e ^ - l , in comparison with the dimensions of the
defect potential extension.

19



With the photon flux <t> and photon energy hv the result reads

p(Eb), (10)

connecting the features of the defect wavefunction yT and defect ionization
energy Ejto the measurable photoionization cross section o°.

However, in order to attain a solvable problem both the band states yb k and the
density of band states p{E^, equally connected to the photoionization cross section
c°, have to be approximated. In addition, by making reasonable assumptions about
the features of the impurity defect state, the problem can be made manageable30.

A classical approach for the ionization of a donor-like defect to the conduction
band, originating from Lycovsky30, is based on a wave function with the spatial
extension I / a resulting from a 8-function potential at the impurity site. This
wavefunction is written

(11)

The final band states are approximated by free electron states with an isotropic
effective mass m* and a density of states given by the parabolic conduction band
approximation31

(12)

The final result is an analytical expression for the photoionization cross section:

3 m* (hu)3 (13)

which describes the experimental data for some deep levels fairly well32

20



This result is plotted in fig. 8. together with photoionization data from Ref. (33).
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Fig. 8: Photoionization cross sections of the V-induced donor level in silicon as
measured by photocapacitance, at two different temperatures, from Ref. (33) . A
Lucovsky type curve30 is fitted to the 48K experimental data. The discrepancy at low
photon energies is due to excited states and other effects not included in the
Lucovsky model.

Refinements of the theoretical treatment is indeed possible by taking into
account a more realistic band structure34 and by using a defect wavefunction more
specific to the actual defect configuration35. Furthermore, by adding a vibronic part to
the wavefunctions of eq. (10) temperature effects can be treated36.

Transition Metal Defects

The elements with partly filled 3-d, 4-d or 5-d shells, ranging from Scandium to
Gold are called transition metals (TM). A common feature for these metals is that
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the outer s-shell is filled with one or two electrons while the inner d-shell is
successively filled as the atomic number is increased. The defects these impurities
give rise to in all semiconductors are governed by the interaction of the d-states with
the host crystal electronic configuration.

Due to their deep level character, TM-impurities have a strong influence on the
dynamic generation and recombination behavior of the free charge carriers. The
recombination via deep centres caused by TM impurities is one of the most
important features of this class of defects. Furthermore, several different charge
states within the forbidden energy gap of a semiconductor normally arise as a result
of doping the material with a TM element, in spite of the wide energy spread
(~10eV) of different charge states for a free TM atom37. Gold is an example of a weP
known TM-impurity in silicon, frequently used as a lifetime controller in fast
transistor structures, with at least two different impurity levels in the bandgap38.

The paramagnetic feature of most of the TM-defects make them very suitable to
study with magnetic methods such as Electron Spin Resonance (EPR). A classical
work using EPR was carried out by Ludwig and Woodbury in the early sixties39. They
examined a large number of 3-d, 4-d and 5-d TM impurities in silicon. In addition
they presented a phenomenological model explaining all aspects of their results.
This model has been the frame for the interpretation of TM experimental data, both
for Si and III-Vmaterials, during the last twenty years.

The microscopic electronic structure of TM-impurity defects is based on the
atomic d-orbitals and their interaction with the host atoms. When introducing a
TM-impurity into the crystal lattice of a semiconductor several different crystal
lattice sites can be occupied. Substitutional and interstitial sites with tetrahedral
symmetry are most likely to be occupied37 . Diatomic semiconductors such as GaAs
posses unequivalent tetrahedral substitutional and interstitial sites dependent on
whether the TM-atoms has group III or group V neighbouring host atoms. For
silicon and other monatomic semiconductors these substitutional sites are of course
equivalent, as well as the interstitial sites.

Monatomic semiconductors, such as silicon, are found to be capable of retaining
both interstitial and substitutional TM-ions with a pronounced preference of i
interstitial sites. No evidence is found so far of any TM-ions occupying the !
interstitial site in III-V compounds, the preference oi the metal substitutional site is >
profound40. i

No clear evidences of lattice distortion have so far been observed for the lighter
TM-elements of the 3d iron group. By distortion of the impurity lattice site, the
symmetry is lowered resulting in a splitting oi the partially filled degenerate states,
thus offering a possibility of lowering the total energy of the impurity defect system,
the Jahn-Teller effect. Such a distortion has been shown to occur for the heavier
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substitutional TM-defects4142- both in silicon and GaAs43.

The valence electrons of the TM-ion not taking part in saturating the dangling
bonds of the host atoms, when occupying a substitutional site are believed to occupy
the d-orbitals, thus n-4 of the n valence electrons will fill the d-orbitals. The one or
two s-electrons of the interstitial TM-atom are promoted into the d-orbitals, since
they are not involved in forming bonds to the host atoms.

The atomic d-orbitals are shown schematically in a tetrahedral arrangement in
fig. 9.

x2-y2 & 3z2-r2 d-Orbitals (e-states)

V-
xy & yz & zx d-Orbitals (^-states)

(a) (b)
Fig. 9: Principal appearance of lyl2 for the five d-orbitals of a TM-atom in a
tetrahedral configuration37. The origin is shifted from the T^-site for clarity.
(a)The two estates: TT -y* nnd 3z -r . (b)The three t2-states xy, yz and zx.

For both substitutional and interstitial TM-ions at tetrahedral sites the five
atomic d-orbitals are split due to the electrostatic field from the neighbours into one
twofold degenerate e state and one threefold degenerate t2 state, as shown in fig. 10.
The ordering and splitting between the e and t2 states depend on the sign and
magnitude of the crystal field felt by the ion as well as the interaction between the d-
orbitals and the host states3744'45.

The charge state and paramagnetic properties of different TM-impurities in a
semiconductor are possible to predict according to the model of Ludwig and
Woodbury39. By taking into account the crystal field splitting of the e and t2 states
and maximizing the total electron spin, according to the Hund's rule, i.e. high total
spin is favoured, when filling the states with the available electrons outside the
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inner filled noble gas core, the experimentally observed magnetic properties of
numerous of TM-ions can be fully understood, as shown in fig. 10. However, more
recent theoretical results45 seem not always to be in accordance with the Ludwig-
Woodbury model, but no experimental data have been presented opposing this
model.

Ion
v2*
Ti,2+

L'

J

INTERSTITIAL

Cr+ Cr°

Configuration 3d 3d"

Mn+

3d6

Fe+

Mn°
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3/2 5/2 3/2

Fe°

Mn'
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3d9

#

1/2

1/2

Cr°

Mn*

3 d 2

Mn2'

3 d 5

5/2

5/2

Fig. 10: The Ludwig-Woodbury scheme^ describing the observed electronic
configurations and charge states of the 3d transition metal impurities in silicon.

The energy level position in he bandgap is a problem not predicted by the
phenomenological model of Ludwig and Woodbury39. The energies of the bandgap
states induced by TM-impurities have been calculated by several authors both for
§ji6,45,46,47,48,49,50ancj for m_v compounds51'5253 using various methods. The overall
picture can be fairly well understood in the frame of a molecular approach1624-45

with interacting atomic d- and host orbitals, illustrated in fig. 11.

The energetic position of the bandgap states of the substitutional TM-ion at the
Td site can be qualitatively understood by the interaction between the neutral
vacancy states and the atomic s and d-orbitals of the TM-f torn replacing the vacancy,
as can be seen in fig. lla . The interaction of the outer atomic s-shell having a}

symmetry with the two aj vacancy states in the valence band, arising from the 4 sp3
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dangling bond orbitals and the 12 backbonds at the 4 nearest neighbours, results in a
antibonding state high in the conduction band and two bonding a^ states in the
valence band.

Furthermore, the t2 d-orbitals ((xy, yz, zx) in fig. 9b) of the TM-atom interact with
the t2 vacancy state in the band-gap forming bonding t2 states in the valence band as
well as antibonding states in the band gap also exhibiting t2 symmetry.

The states of e-like character arising from the vacancy orbitals have negliagable
amplitude at the Td site leaving, in the first approximation, the e-like orbitals ((x2-y2,
3z2-r2) in fig. 9a) of the TM-atom unaffected and thereby localized at the impurity site
and energetically positioned below the antibonding t2 states.

Vacancy
Substitutional

3d-Atom
Free

3d-Atom
Interstitial Interstitial

3d-Atom
Free

3d-Atom

(a) (b)

Fig. II: (a) Molecular orbital picture of the interaction between the neutral
substitutional TM-atom and (b) the vacancy host states and the interactions
between the TM-atom and the interstitial band states at T^ site, compiled from
Refs. (16,24) and Ref. (45).

The qualitative picture of the interstitial TM-atom occupying the Td site is
somewhat different due to the lack of dangling bonds. The interaction occurs instead
with the band states at the interstitial Td site, as shown in fig. lib. The s-states of the
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TM-atom appear as resonances in the conduction band due to the interaction with
the lower states of the valence band also having at symmetry.

In addition, the band states of e-symmetry from the valence band affect the TM-
atom e-states to become antibonding states close to the conduction band and bonding
states in the valence band.

Finally, the ^ d-orbitals of the TM-atom interact with the t2-like band states in the
valence and conduction band, thus forming antibonding states in the conduction
band and bonding states in the band gap close to the valence band and also deep in
the valence band.

This rather simple molecular picture confirms the Ludwig-Woodbur*' model
regarding the promotion of the s-electrons into the d-orbitals and the energy
positioning of the e states below the t? states for the substitutional defect
configuration together with the reversed order for the interstitial configuration. The
energy level position trend for the series of TM- impurities can be reconstructed by
letting the original atomic s and d-states become deeper and deeper as we move to
heavier elements keeping in mind that the interaction between the electronic states
decrease with increasing energy difference. Many electron effects, such as spin-
splitting have been found to affect the level positions of the TM-impurities rather
extensively.

These problems have been addressed by several authors trying to calculate the
energy position from first principle methods. The refinement of these methods have
only recently become sufficient to predict values in reasonable agreement with
experimental results45-46-47'48'52'54.

Our results concerning the 3d-TM impun.^s in silicon Ti and V (papers I and III)
together with the 4d and 5d TM-defects Nb (paper IV), Mo and W (paper II) are shown
in fig 12a.

The energy position of a specific charge state with a certain electronic configuration
suffering from an eventual lattice distortion, should not be confused by donor-acceptor
levels. These levels represent the energy difference between the electronically and
lattice relaxed initial states and the equally relaxed final states, together with the energy
of the released or captured free carrier in its free state1624. i
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12: (a) Experimentally observed energy positions of TMs Ti, V, Nb, Mo, W in
silicon, as presented in this thesis (solid lines). Theoretical donor-acceptor levels
from Ref (45) are shown as broken lines, (b) Calculated energy positions of single
particle 4d TM-states in silicon,from by Ref (47).

Theoretical calculations of the donor-acceptor level energies of the 3d elements
in silicon using the LMTO-pseudopotential Green-function method45, show
reasonable agreement with our data for Ti and V, implying that the uppermost
levels being attributed to a single acceptor, the middle levels to a single donor and
the lowest levels to a double donor level, as indicated in fig. 12a. The three observed
impurity levels for both Ti and V would then arise from different charge states of the
same interstitial defect configuration.

In the case of the 4d TM-impurities Nb and Mo and the 5d TM-element W, no
theoretical calculations of donor-acceptor level positions exist. However, single-
particle energies for the 4d neutral substitutional impurity states have been
calculated by the same method as for the 3d interstitials, shown in fig. 12b. This
calculation results in totally different charge state configurations and allowing only
one relatively deep single donor level to be formed for Nb and one deep single
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acceptor and eventually a double acceptor level. The observed level scheme for Nb is
very similar to the level positions found for Ti and V in conflict with this model for
the substitutional 4d TM-defects of fig. 12b. When moving to Mo the picture is
entirely different with only one observed level in the bandgap much more in
agreement with the theoretically predicted substitutional behavior and implying the
existence of one deep donor or one deep acceptor level.

A reasonable speculation would be that the boundary between interstitial and
substitutional preference is lying somewhere between Nu and Mo.

An extensively debated feature of TM-impurities in III-V compound
semiconductors is the eventual possibility of predicting the band energy differences
across a heteroj unction formed by two different semiconductors belonging to the
same isovalent group, using the TM energy positions as a reference. The TM defect
energy level position seem to adjust to some internal reference level rather than to
the actual band edges of the respective semiconductor55'56. As a consequence, the
energy differences of the valence and conduction bands for a heterojunction between
different isovalent compounds are simply the differences of the energy distances
between a specific TM defect level and the actual bands for the two bulk materials57

'sg, as illustrated in fig. 13, for several isovalent M-V compounds.

2.0

1.6

a.
LU

UJ
08

& E(inP)*Q17eV
o E(GaAs)«Q33eV
oE(GaP)

Fig. 13: Heterojunction band lineup for some Ul-V materials according to the energy
levels of TM-defects, adopted from Ref (55).
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A kind of self regulating mechanism explaining the tendency of different TM-
impurities to adjust to a common internal reference energy level throughout a series
of isovalent III-V or II-VI compounds has been put forth58. The simultaneous
localization and delocalization of the TM-impurity e and t2 states in III-V
compounds originating from a Coulomb intraimpurity interaction within the d-
shell, together with a strong hybridization with the host sp3 orbitals are the major
elements of this mechanism59'55 .

Attempts to calculate the valence band difference for several heterojunctions
have been made60 showing a remarkable high correlation with the different TM-
impurity levels for the isolated compounds55-61. A heteroj unction lineup scheme
based on our results for the copper related acceptor level found in Ing 53GaO47As61,
together with experimental results regarding substitutional Cu-acceptors in GaAs44

and InP62, is presented in fig. 14.

Ec . T=5K

Substitutional Cu-acceptor level

ln0.47Ga0.53As X x

N

InP

Fig. 14 Predicted heterojunction band lineups based on the acceptor level induced by }
metal-interstitial copper in GaAs**lnQ5fiaQ47As61and InP62 i
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4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

_ Liquid Phase Epitaxy

The fabrication of single crystalline wafers with extremely low concentrations of
impurities is one of the most important prerequisite for the semiconductor
technology. The field of crystal growth has as a consequence become a very large
discipline with a high degree of refinement and with many sophisticated methods at
its disposal.

Some of the most important crystal growth methods is the epitaxial technique.
The word epitaxy stems from Greek, epi denotes on top and taxis means arranging.
The basic idea is to grow a single crystalline material on top of a substrate which
possesses the same crystal structure as the intended grown layer. The advantages
gained by this procedure are several, new materials such as alloys can be grown with
a homogeneous composition over large areas, the temperature can be kept much
lower than the melting point of the final crystalline materials thus hampering the
introduction of impurities by diffusion from the environment. The distinguishing
feature between different epitaxial methods is basically how the adatoms are
transported to and incorporated in the growth front..

In the case cf Vapour Phase Epitaxy (VPE) the adatoms, normally in a chemically
volatile form are transported to the substrate by a carrier gas and dissociated on the
substrate.

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) involves an ultra high vacuum chamber and
heated elemental sources to produce a beam of adatoms impinging on the substrate.
Very accurate control of layer thickness, composition and doping can be achieved
with this method.

Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE), the method used in the work of this thesis, uses a
solution, normally a metal with a low melting point such as indium, bismuth or
gallium, containing the adatoms as solutes. The adatoms reach the substrate surface
by diffusion in the melt. The LPE-process takes place close to thermal equilibrium in
contrast to other epitaxial techniques.

The growth of III-V compounds is ideally suited for the LPE technique since the
group III metal of the grown layer can be used as the solvent, avoiding the problem
of incorporating solvent atoms as impurities. For the LPE growth of group IV

. semiconductor materials such as Si and Ge there are several possible choice of metal
4 solvents, such as In, Ga, Sn, Bi, Au or PbM .

The key to understanding the process of LPE is the phase diagram, describing
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melting, and solidification of the involved elements at equilibrium conditions as a
function of temperature and composition. A schematic phase diagram for the
ternary alloy In:Ga:As is shown in fig. 15a.

Liquidus surface

GoAs

Ga

In As - GaAs

(a) (b)
Fig, 15: (a) Three-dimensional ternary phase diagram of In-Ga-As, constructed after
Ref. (64). (b) Two-dimensional representation, by means of isotherms, after
Ref. (65).

Another representation of this three dimensional structure in a more managable
form is accomplished by drawing isotherms in a two-dimensional phase diagram as
seen in fig. 15b. The solid composition of the crystalline phase is normally very
different from the liquidus composition and can be found where the isotherm
intersects the isoconcentration line in fig. 16a.

The free energy of the system consisting of a liquid and solid phase; the Gibbs free
energy G^ot = G^°* + (JQ, is minimized when the total system is in equilibrium.
The change of the Gibbs free energy of the whole system when an infinitesimally
small amount of moles of one constituent is transferred from one phase to the other,
would then be zero. More explicitedly, (dG/dnj)So1 - (dG/dni)

Li1 = 0.
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Equilibrium between two phases can be expressed in terms of chemical potentialsials66

(14)

Thus, the equilibrium condition for the In-Ga-As system yield

..sol _ . l i q
^InAs " uIn

(15)

.sol

By taking into account the enthalpy and entropy of mixing and formation
contained in the expressions for the chemical potentials u, eq. (15) can be solved,
resulting in calculated phase diagram as shown in fig. 16a . In order to accurately
predict the solid composition from the liquid compositions, the parameters of eq.
(15) have to be adjusted to available experimental data. First principle calculations
alone are not able to produce a correct quantitative description of the system67.

The crystallization on the substrate is driven by the difference in chemical
potential between the solid and liquid phases68:

(16)

which is a measure of the supersaturation. This supersaturation corresponds to the
amount of excess material dissolved in the melt due to a deviation from thermal
equilibrium at a fixed temperature, caused by an undercooling of the melt, '
illustrated in fig. 16b. (

\
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Fig. 26 («> Schematic pseudobinary phase-diagram of InAs-GaAs, showing liquid
and solid compositions before and after growth, after Ref. (67). (b) Detailed phase
diagram of lnGaAs with isotherms and isoconcentration lines, adopted from
Ref. (69).

The growth rate is mainly gouverned by diffusion of the different species
through the melt to the substrate surface in a near equilibrium system. A set of
diffusion equations of the form (17), can be used to describe the system containing
n+1 components in a one dimensional solution69:

dt dz

dt dz
LH

dz

F 3z

, v(t)3xn

F dz '

(17)

where x, denotes the mole fraction of the i:th component, Dj. are the diffusion
constants, off-diagonal elements arise from interaction between different
components, but are normally negligible in a diluted melt69. The term v(t) is the
growth rate of the interface in the z-direction and
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F symbolizes the ratio between the atomic densities of the solid and the liquid, given

by:

F = v
8<M)'

(18)

The lattice constant of the solid is a0- Ao symbolizes the Avogadros number, p and
<M> represent the density and average molecular weight of the liquid. Solving eq.
(17) under the assumption of growth at a constant temperature, i.e. step-cooling,
together with the appropriate boundary conditions yields for the thickness H of the
grown layer

d = kATVDt, (19)

provided a constant supersaturation. A constant supersaturation is achieved by
using a solution which contains amounts of solutes much larger than the amount of
incorporated adatoms.

The microscopic crystallization process preferentially involves growth in a step
flow mode70. The principle of step flow growth is shown in fig. 17. A constituent
crystal element bonds more strongly to a step edge or kink on the substrate surface
than to an atomically flat surface.

perpendicular
macroscopic growth

microscopic
loltral growth

Fig. 17: Step-flow epitaxial growth mode implying preferential incorporation of crystal

species at step edges, adopted from Ref. (70).
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In this way the microscopical lateral step flow adds up to the vertical
macroscopically observed layer growth. The morphology of the grown layer depends
on the step height and surface orientation. Ideally step heights of only one atomic
layer occurring at low growth rates results in a very smooth surface.

The experimental setup for the LPE growth of InGaAs on InP used in this work
consists of a standard sliding boat with multiple-wells, fabricated from high purity
graphite, drawn in fig. 18, which is contained in a quartz tube. During growth the
quartz tube is flushed with Pd-diffused hydrogen, in order to provide an extremely
clean and inert atmosphere. A mobile multiple region resistance furnace is used to
produce the desired flat temperature profile. A principle diagram of the
experimental arrangements employed for the LPE-growth of InGaAs on InP is
presented in fig. 18.

Quartz Tube
i

Solution-Containing Wells InP Substrate

Substrate Slider
Thermocouple

Fig. 18: A schematic diagram of the liquid phase epitaxy equipment used for the
growth of InGaAs on InP. The graphite multiple well boat is contained in a quartz
tube, which is flushed with Pd-diffused H2 during growth. The 3-zone resistivety
heated furnace is movable in order to ensure rapid cooling after growth.
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The course of action during one growth run is as follows. High purity
(99.99999%) In accompanied by the solutes InAs and GaAs with a net donor
concentration of Nd-Na<1016 cm*3are weighed according to the ternary phase
diagram yielding the desired liquidus temperature T1 and final composition x of the
grown layer.

The entire melt is baked at a temperature about 50°K higher than the liquidus
temperature (Tl= 610°C) for 50-60 hours in order to reduce the concentration of
impurity atoms in the melt. A higher baking temperature results in evaporation of
the group V crystal species, in this case As, thus changing the melting point and final
composition. Additionally, incorporation of sulphur impurities from the graphite
boat has shown to be more pronounced at higher temperatures.

Before growth the InP substrate is loaded into its pre-growth position covered by
an as-cut and etched InP wafer supplying a vapour pressure of phosphorus,
preventing decomposition of the substrate during heating up and during the
homogenization period. After melting and homogenization of the melt during one
hour at a temperature of 5°K above the melting point the temperature is lowered to
the actual growth temperature 1**, normally 4°K below the liquidus temperature T1

and the substrate is placed under the melt, thus initiating the growth. Ten minutes
of growth under the above conditions normally results in a 4-5 um thick layer.

After growth, the substrate is slid to its post-growth position outside the graphite
boat and the furnace is moved away in order to ensure a rapid cooling of the
epitaxial layer.
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Fig. 19 : Free electron concentration versus sulphur concentration for some LPE-
grown In053Ga047As samples exhibiting high donor concentrations, as determined
by SIMS.
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One of the most central features of liquid phase epitaxy is the built in purification
process provided by the difference in equilibrium concentration of a specific
impurity species in the liquid and in the solid phase, a common property of nearly
all impurity elements. The ratio between the solid and liquid concentrations Cs and
Cj is called the segregation coefficient71 : k=Cg/Cj.The segregation coefficient is in
most cases at least an order of magnitude less than unity. This feature together with
the near thermal equilibrium conditions make liquid phase epitaxy an attractive
method for growing high purity layers with a high degree of crystalline perfection.

Incorporation of impurities can have many other sources than the melt
constituents alone. The purity of the graphite, as an example, has been shown to
have a profound influence, especially for the incorporation of S. Sulphur acts as a
shallow donor in InGaAs and the segregation coefficient for sulphur is close to unity.
Sulphur occurs naturally as a contaminant in graphite and has to be removed by
high temperature baking (1500-2000°C) of the graphite boat either in vacuum or in a
halogen atmosphere.

Fig. 19 shows the close correlation between the sulphur concentration as
determined by Secondary Ion Mass Spectrommetry (SIMS) and the net electron
concentration in the earlier samples obtained in this study. The problem was solved
by regularly baking the graphite boat parts at high temperatures (1700°C) in vacuum,
which reduced the S concentration below the detection limit of SIMS, [S]=1016cm3.
Table (1) summarizes the purity evolution of the LPE-grown InGaAs samples used
in this study.
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Table 1. Survey of samples investigated

sample
No.

T9/5
T9/11
TO/6
TO/9
TO/13
TO/14
TO/15.1
T0/15:2
TO/16
TO/17
T0/18:l
T0/18:2
T0/19:l

TO/20

TO/21
TO/22
TO/23
TO/24
TO/26
TO/27
TO/28
TO/29
TO/28 Cu-400°C

TO/28 Cu-500°C

Thickness
(Mm)

4.3
2.0
4.7
2.6
2.4
4.0
1.9
5.0
2.4
2.1
5.7
3.4
4.4

4.4

3.7
4.6
2.0
3.5
2.8
2.9
2.6
2.1
2.6

2.6

0.467
0.466
0.467
0.464
0.471
0.464
0.471
0.472

0.464

0.472
0.470
0.470
0.471
0.471

n(300K)
Doping K »

( 10 an )

387
123
48
56

140
216
125
192
99

195
74
55
43

36

3.2
3.5
2.0
1.4
1.3
1.8

0.54
1.1

Cu-epi400°C 0.003

Cu-epi500°C p=2.9

fiHall(300K)

(an2/Vs)

4900
6400
6900
7000
5500
5900
6500
5800
6100
5600
6500
6800
6700

7000

8300
9600
8600

10100
9200
9300
9700
9300
6700

213

(cm2/Vs)

6300
8700

11600
11100
7000
8100
8200

8800
7600

11100
12200
13200

13900

27100
27000
32800
37900
37100
36000
43700
44900
28700

10900

Table 1, A list of representative LPE- grown inGaAs samples. Composition x, free
electron concentration n and Hall-mobility \i is given for each sample.

Doping

Introducing foreign elements into the crystal lattice of a semiconductor can be
achieved by many different methods and serve several purposes. In this thesis
doping of the material was accomplished by diffusion in the case of InGaAs and ion-
implantation was employed for the transition metal doping of silicon. Diffusion is a
relatively simple and straightforward process which have been used for a long time.
By heat-treatment of a semiconductor crystal, foreign atoms enter the lattice by
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diffusion, provided such atoms are available on the crystal surface, according to
Fick's diffusion law"

3C _32C ...

är=V'wlth

(20)

where C denotes the concentration, x the distance into the crystal and D is the
diffusion constant depending on temperature T through an activation energy Ea.
More complicated behaviour can be found where the diffusion constant D depends
also on the concentration C(x,t). This is the case for Zn and Cd diffusion into GaAs73

and InGaAs74'75 used as p-type dopants in the production of p-n junction during the
course of this study. However, this effect has minor influence unless more
complicated concentration profiles are desired.

Ion implantation requires the use of an ion accelerator for the production of an
ion beam . The accelerated ions hit the target crystal with a well defined energy
normally in the KeV range. The penetration depth is determined by this energy and
the ability of the crystal structure to absorb the energy, dissipated either in collisions
with the lattice nucleus or by interaction with the electronic clouds surrounding
them. The result is a Gaussian concentration profile schematically shown in fig. 20,
with a radiation damaged region between the surface and the implantation front.
The damaged region can be repaired to a large extent by thermal annealing at high
temperatures for a short time, long enough to allow recrystallization but short
enough to ensure no appreciable diffusion of the implanted atoms.

The advantage of this method is the ability to produce very precisely controlled

impurity profiles at low temperatures. The main reason why ion-implantation was

used in the course of this work is the possibility of doping silicon with impurities

exhibiting low solubilities and requiring extremely long diffusion times and high

temperatures due to their low thermal diffusion constants76'77
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Fig. 20: Ion Implantation
concentration profile, resulting
from P+-ion bombardment,
adopted from Ref. (78). 10'
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Measurement techniques

Traditionally the experimental study of defects in semiconductors have been
employing either spectroscopical methods determining the energy level positions in
the bandgap or magnetic methods such as EPR and Electron Nuclear DOuble
Resonance (ENDOR) techniques, emphasizing the charge state and symmetry
properties of the defect and its surroundings79.

Hall Effect Measurements

Hall effect measurement is one of the classical experimental methods of Solid
state physics. It dates back to the early work of Hall80, first published in 1879.
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Fig. 21: Four contact Hall effect arrangement. The constant current I results in a
Hall voltage Ux under the influence of the applied magnetic field strength B.

The principle experimental arrangement is shown in fig. 21, a magnetic field B is
applied perpendicular to a current floating through the sample. The electrons are
then affected by the Lorenz force and the driving electrical field E according to

= -e(E + vxB), (21)

where v is the drift velocity of the electrons. The force acting on the electron causes a
deflection towards one side of the sample thus creating an electric field, the Hall
voltage, across the sample since no current can float in the y-direction. The
amplitude of the Hall field Ey is found to be proportional to the current density
floating in the x-direction Ix and to the magnet field strength B directed along the z-
axis in fig. 21. The Hall field Ey can now be written

Ey = (22)

The proportionality constant RH is called the Hall coefficient and can be
determined approximately according to the electron gas model of Drude81
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The equation of motion for momentum p=mv of an electron can then be written

at

where f(t) represents the forces acting on the electron. The term p(t)/t describes the
friction arising from collisions with an average time x between successive collisions.
Replacing f(t) by the explicit relation describing the actual force eq. (23), yields

E + x B ) . (24)
dt I m ) x

The different components under steady state conditions (dp/dt=0) are

m r y x
and (25)

m

Since no current can flow in the y-direction in equilibrium, py=0, the Hall field
reduces to

"n7 B I x / (26)

revealing the Hall constant as

R H =-—• (27)
en

A remarkably simple result, only depending on the electron density n and
charge e. However, the assumptions made about the electronic structure of the
crystal are indeed simple, for instance the periodic structure of the crystal is ignored.
Various refinement of the treatment of the electron transport mechanism under
electrical and magnetic fields can be employed. A rigorous treatment involves
solution of the Boltzman transport equation with the appropriate scattering
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mechanisms82. The result is traditionally expressed as a correction factor r^, the so
called Hall factor. Equation (27) then becomes

- r H ^ - (28)

The Hall factor is normally a function of temperature, impurity concentration,
scattering mechanisms and magnetic field strength. At high magnetic field strength,
the cyclotron frequency <oc is high enough to allow the orbits to be traversed many
times between successive collisions, the Hall factor is equal to unity and the Hall
coefficient is then accurately given by the electron gas model result, eq. (27). The high
field limit is given by uB>l,Ref. (2). Here u is the mobility of the charge carriers
which is possible to determine from the conductivity a of the sample, expressed by

(29)

Normally, either electrons or holes are predominant as charge carriers. In the
case of n-type material, the electron mobility un can then be related to the Hall
coefficient according to

un=RHo. (30)

The error made by calculating the electron concentration and mobility using the
electron gas model can be estimated by the numerical value taken on by the Hall
factor rH ranging between 1 and about 1.20 depending on the conditions83 . The
maximum error of about 20 percent is acceptable in most cases. Otherwise, high
magnetic field measurements is the solution, if not all material parameters are
known allowing an accurate calculation of rH by more sophisticated methods.
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Junction Space Charge Methods

One of the most important class of spectroscopical methods are the junction
space charge methods (JSM). Many parameters characterizing a defect trap in the
bandgap are attainable by these methods such as trap concentration N J J , energy
position in the band gap AG and thermal emission rates of electrons en

th and holes
e_th,together with capture cross sections of electrons and holes on and o ,
respectively. Using optical JSM the photoionization cross sections on° and o_°of the
defect traps can be determined. The different parameters are illustrated in fig. 22.

A Gn cnn

CPP

hv

Valence Band
W/////////////////////A

Fig. 22: Many defect related parameters are easily attainable with junction space
charge techniques under favourable circumstances from even a single sample.

The usefulness of a p-n junction as an experimental tool is based on the inherent
space charge region formed at the boundary between the p-type and n-type regions.
In this region the free charge carrier density conditions can be controlled precisely
enabling both capture and emission processes to be monitored in the same sample.
The most severe drawback of these methods is the inevitable high electrical field
(»lO^V/cm) present in the space charge region resulting in a broadening of spectral
features and in some cases affecting emission rates84

A large variety of junction space charge methods have been developed for the
characterization of deep levels, using either the electric current through the junction
or the capacitance arising from the depletion region as the measured quantity85

Junction current measurements have their main application as a method of
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determining the photoionization cross section via the photocurrent induced by a
two-step optical excitation of the defect-level in the space charge region. The
photocurrent methods are fast and convenient, but absolute values are only
obtainable under certain conditions and the interpretation is therefore often not as
straightforward as for the capacitance methods. In the following, the basic features of
capacitance junction methods applied to an abrupt p-n junction will be outlined.

The width of the space charge region W is given by, Ref. (86)

w__ /2eeo(VD + VR)(Na+Nd)

i (31)

where £ and £Q denote the relative dielectric constant and the vacuum dielectric
ronstant, respectively, q symbolizes the elementary charge. Diffusion voltage VD and
external applied reverse voltage VR also govern the width of the depletion region,
together with the shallow acceptor and donor concentration N d and N a on the n-
and p-side. Normally either the n-type or the p-type region exhibit much higher
background dcping, as we have here for the case of N a » N d a p+-n junction. Under
this assumption eq. (31) can be approximated by

W = .
2eeo(VD + VR)

fq(Nd+NTr-nT)'
(32)

Here, also the concentration of ionized defect traps N^p-ny have been included,
where nT is the concentration of filled electron traps, which are supposed to be
positively charged when empty. In the following derivation of the capacitance
behaviour we assume an electron trap in the upper half of the bandgap as an
example. The discussion is equally valid for an n+-p-structure with a hole trap in the
lower half of the bandgap with appropriate sign and index changes.

The capacitance arising from the depletion region of the junction is a direct
measure cf the amount of charges in the space charge region. The diode structure
can be compared with a common electrical capacitor where the width of the
depletion region corresponds to the distance between the electrodes of the capacitor,
hence the capacitance of the p-n junction can be written

2(VD + VR)
(33)
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The cross section area of the junction is denoted by A. If we assume the
concentration of defect traps to be far less than the background shallow donor
concentration i.e. N T T « Nd, eq. (33) can be expanded in a Taylor series

c=Aj~^v;;_a. "v.1. " " - A J . ^ ^ . i+- 2N d J
(34)

Hence the capacitance is directly proportional to the concentration of filled traps
in the depletion region. The number of filled traps nT can be easily affected by
conditions under the experimentalists control such as reverse bias of the diode,
temperature and wavelength of incident radiation. The time dependence of nT is
given by the relation.87

-jL = (cnn+ep )NTT - (cnn + cpp+ep + en )nT. (35)

The capture and emission coefficients c and e are sums of both thermal and optical
processes:

c = c th+c°
and (36)

6 = 6* +e°.

Now it is time to define the initial conditions of the experiment. A very >
common situation starts up with rapidly short-circuiting the diode, thereby reducing j
the depletion region to the equilibrium width Wo, illustrated in fig. 23. '!
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Fig. 23: Electronic potential
diagram of an abrupt p+n-
junction in equilibrium and
under reverse biased conditions.
The electron concentration in the
region W-Wo allows either
electron capture or emission
processes, involving defects, to
dominate.

— - Fermi Level

U D + U R

The electron concentration in the region between WR and Wo then immediately
increases from zero to the same concentration as in the neutral region outside the
depletion region, hence n=Nd. Insertion in eq. (34) and realizing that p=0 (we are
only concerned about the n-type side) and ep=0 since we are dealing with an electron
trap in the upper half of the bandgap, results in an expression for the time
dependence of the concentration of filled traps nTwhich can be written

(37)

At time t=0 at the beginning of the filling pulse all the traps are empty- The
emission rate enis normally much slower than the capture rate c n N d except at high
temperatures and can therefore be neglected. The time constant for filling the traps
with electrons is typically in the region between 10'9s to 10~4s.
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Inserting eq. (37) in eq. (34) we see that the capacitance during the filling pulse
can be written

C ( t ) = c ° ( 1 + i ^ e ' C n N d t (38)

By monitoring the capacitance after filling pulses of different length or after
multiple filling pulses of the same time duration the capture rate can be determined
from the time constant of the exponential decay of the signal88. The principle
features of this technique can be seen in fig. 24.

AC

Fig. 24: (a) Monitoring the
capacitance signal as a function of
filling pulse length or
(b) as a function of the number of
applied filling pulses, enables the
the capture rate cnNd to be
determined88.
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At the end of a sufficiently long filling pulse all the traps are filled, i.e. nT= Nyp
and the diode is reverse biased. Depending on our intentions the traps can now be
emptied either by thermal ionization or by photoionization. If the thermal emission
rate is to be determined by Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy, DLTS, the diode is
kept under dark conditions and eq. (35) can be solved according to the conditions
now valid for the depletion region, i.e. n=0 and p=0, resulting in

(39)
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Inserting this expression in (34) gives an expression for the junction capacitance

(40)

The capacitance increases exponentially after the filling pulse due to thermal
ionization of the defect traps with a time constant of t=l/en .

The aim of this type of experiment is to determine the emission and capture
rates as a function of temperature. The time constant of the emission process can be
determined experimentally by direct methods, especially since modern digital
sampling and analyzing equipment minimize the manual toil required. However,
the most common arrangement is still that invented by D.V. Lang, Ref. (89), which
employs an analog correlation technique where the exponential capacitance signal is
multiplied with an analyzing function and integrated over a suitable time window,
as indicated in fig. 25.

AC

Time [msec]

X
Correlation Function

i

1

0

-1

Time [msec]

Temperature [K]

Fig. 25; The time constant of the thermal emission as given by eq. (40) can be
conveniently determined by an analog correlation technique89. The emission
transients are multiplied by an analyzing function and integrated (X). The final
result obtained is a spectrum of the correlation signal as a function of temperature.
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The temperature of the sample is varied during the experiment, causing the
emission rate to change over many orders of magnitude. When the time constant of
the capacitance signal matches that of the analyzing function the monitored
correlation signal goes through a maximum. Many different analyzing functions are
possible to use with varying figures of merits90. The analyzing function exhibiting
the best figure of merit, however difficult to realize, is of course a fully exponential
function.

The method used in the course of this work is an analog set up, using a
correlation technique with an analyzing function shown in fig. 25 . For longer time
constants direct recording and analysis of single transients are equally convenient.

Photoionization

Optical transitions between the defect level and one of the bands can be detected
with high sensitivity by optical junction space charge methods such as
photocapacitance measurements. The initial conditions are the same as for the
thermal emission measurement after applying a short circuit pulse (t=lms) and
filling all the traps in the depletion region are filled,i.e. nT=Nyj-. The temperature is
chosen low enough to ensure no thermal excitation, i.e. eth=0.

In general, optical excitation both from the valence band to the trap level and
from the level to the conduction band are possible as long as the photon energy
exceeds the largest energy distance of Ec-AGn° and Eg-AGn°, as shown in fig. 22. This
means that both en°*0 and ep°#0. Solving eq. (35) for the time dependence of nT with
the above initial conditions yields:

7
n ep
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Insertion of this expression in eq. (34) defining the junction capacitance gives us
the expression

C(t) = C0 1 + ^ F - ^ - 1-eT^r (42)

i.e. the time dependence of the junction capacitance under illumination. The optical
emission rates and the time constant x of the observed capacitance transient during
illumination of the sample with photon energy hv and photon flux <p are thus
related according to

where <Jn° is the photoionization cross section for the process of exciting an electron
from the defect state to the conduction band and a ° is the photoionization cross
section for the process of exciting an electron from the valence band to the defect
state79. The photoionization cross section is of course a function of photon energy
and it is the determination of this dependence that is the aim of this type of
investigation.

Monitoring the time constant of the capacitance signal alone as a function of the
energy of the incident photons is not enough to uniquely determine either o*n° or
an°. The uncertainty can be resolved by simultaneously measuring the amplitude of
the induced capacitance transient AC according to eq. (42). The photoionization cross
section of electrons from the defect level to the conduction band on° is then given by

The photoionization cross section of holes <Tp° can then be calculated using eq.
(43). If the photon energy hv is in the region Eg-AGn° > hv > Ec-AGn°, as illustrated in
fig. 22, the situation is less complicated and on° is given by (43) with ep°=0. Fig. 8
shows a plot of typical photoionization spectra33, demonstrating the large range of
photoionization cross section values measurable with this method.
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A comparison between thermally determined ionization energies AGth and
optical ionization energies AG°can be made according to

AG°=AGth+kTlng, (45)

where g is the ratio of degeneracies between the initial and final states of the
transition21.
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Fig. 26: (a) Photocapacitance experimental setup. The whole system consisting of
lamp housing, monochromater and collimating system is evacuated in order to
reduce atmospheric absorption, (b) The transient analyzis employing a two
exponential fitting function.
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The basic experimental set up is shown in fig. 26a. A globar lamp or a W-halogen
lamp is used as the radiation source. The light is dispersed by a grating
monochromator (0.5m focal length and a resolution of appr. lmeV) and focused
onto the sample by gold coated focusing mirrors. The whole system is evacuated
down to 10'2mbar in order to avoid atmospheric absorption.

Signal collection and transient analysis are fully computerized. The transient
analysis is accomplished by minimizing the quadratic differences between the
measured signal and a two term exponential function

+AC2e (46)

by the use of a modified iterative Newtons method91, as indicated in fig. 26b. Up to
two time constants Tj and x2,eventually arising from two trap levels can be handled
at the same wavelength. The advantage of this method compared to the standard
initial slope procedure is a higher accuracy in the determined time constants and a
more convenient way of calculating the amplitudes of the capacitance transient.
Also the manual effort required for the analysis is reduced appreciately.

Photoluminescence

The light emitted from an excited semiconductor is normally referred to as
luminescence. The term photoluminescence indicates the source of excitation to be
electromagnetic radiation, normally laser radiation. The excitation light is absorbed
by the semiconductor material, provided the photon energy hvexc exceeds the
bandgap E_, creating excess electron-hole pairs, and thus pushing the system away
from equilibrium.

No special sample preparations are required when using photoluminescence, the
method is non-destructive and by choosing the appropriate wavelength of the
excitation radiation, surface or bulk regions of the sample can be examined by taking
advantage of the strong wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficient in
semiconductor materials. The most serious drawback is that only ground states
associated by different impurities and band structures are probed using standard
photoluminescence. Furthermore, only the most probable recombination paths
show up as emission in a spectrum.

i
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Many different principal recombination paths are possible to traverse for the
excess carriers in order to reestablish equilibrium, as shown in fig. 27. The radiant
recombination process requires both conservation of total energy and momentum.

Radiative Recombination Paths

b-b
Q

FE d-b b-a D-A Int

- - © - -

-o-

-o-

©

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 27: Examples of different possible radiative recombination paths: (a) Band to
band, do) free exciton, (c) donor to valence band, (d) conduction band to acceptor, (e)
donor bound exciton, (f) donor-acceptor, and (g) internal transitions.

In the case of a direct bandgap material where the maximum of the valence band
and minimum of the conduction band are to be found at k=0, the recombination
does not involve any changes of momentum since the emitted photon carries
negligible momentum92.

Fig. 28: Fundamental transitions
of indirect semiconductor
material, generally require the
participation of phonons in order
to conserve both energy and
momentum, adopted from Ref.
(92).
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The indirect transitions involved for recombination in semiconductors with
indirect band gaps require the assistance of a lattice vibration, a phonon, in order to
conserve momentum92-93, the effect is illustrated in fig. 28. The phonon can either be
created or absorbed in the process. The photon energy hv for the transition can be
expressed

hv = AE±fto)phonon, (47)

where AE corresponds to one of the principle transitions in fig. 28. The term hco
represents the phonon energy and the + or - signs correspond to absorption or
emission of a phonon, respectively.

In semiconductor alloys with indirect bandgaps such as Sij_xGex the restriction of
momentum conservation can be relaxed to some extent by the influence of
microscopic alloy fluctuations as momentum-conserving scattering centres94. The
phonon density is highly temperature dependent making phonon absorption highly
unlikely at low temperatures, i.e only phonon replicas on the low energy side will
appear at low temperatures93.

Excitonic recombination

The excess electrons and holes created are attracted to each other by the coulomb
force and can form a hydrogen-like state called an exciton, with binding energy95

j!!W l ( 4 8 )

(4*e£0)
22/r n 7

Here, m*exc is the reduced effective mass of the exciton, n denotes the principal
quantum number, where n=l represents the ground state.

Since the electron and hole are bound to each other but are free to move through
the crystal as an exciton particle, the group velocity of the electron and hole must be
equal.
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The group velocity of an electron or hole is given by the derivative of the band
energy function E(k) with respect to crystal momentum k, implying the condition of
equal group velocities v(k) to be expressed as92

ve,h(k) = ̂  Vk[E(k)]cond = i (49)

The points in the band structure diagram satisfying the above condition and
thereby allowing free excitons to be formed are called critical points.

The exciton system is instable and sooner or later (the lifetime of a free exciton in
high purity GaAs96: tj.ec «= 3ns) it will coalesce emitting a photon with the energy

= Eg-E*xc. (50)

The exciton can be free to move through the crystal or it can be bound to a defect
such as a donor or acceptor impurity, thus lowering its energy further. In a bound
exciton complex one of the charge carriers is normally bound more strongly than the
other. As an example, an electron bound to a donor attracts a hole and is able to
capture the hole in an orbit around the electron, thus resulting in a three particle
system, as shown in. fig. 29.

Fig. 29: An exciton is able to lower its energy by binding to a donor with the electron
more tightly bound and the hole orbiting around the electron.
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Donor acceptor recombination

Recombination of a donor-bound electron with an acceptor-bound hole is
possible in a compensated material giving rise to luminescence with the energy

(51)

to first order with r representing the distance between the donor and acceptor ions.
Ed and Ea are the ionization energies of the donor and acceptor, respectively97. The
Coulomb potential between the donor and acceptor ions increases the energy
difference between the initial and final states and thus of the emitted photon.

The distance between donor and acceptor varies in discrete steps since the defects
are incorporated at specific lattice sites, thereby creating a line spectrum
corresponding to different donor-acceptor distances. However, if the ionization
energies of the donor and acceptor impurities Ed and Ea are small, the energy
positions of the states corresponding to close positions are approaching the band
states and for the closest pairs will be found as resonances in the bands, thus loosing
the bound carriers into the band states. As the separation increases the possible
numbers of sites corresponding to a certain distance interval become larger, thus
decreasing the distance increment. Therefore, the line spectrum arising from discrete
donor-acceptor distances broadens into a band, especially in alloy semiconductors
such as InGaAs where the microscopic alloy fluctuations broadens the spectral
features further98.

The distribution of donors and acceptors in the material is a feature determining
the donor acceptor distance distribution. A totally random distribution is not likely
to appear since the Coulomb interaction affect the migration of the defects during
growth or post-growth heat treatments97. However, fig. 30 shows the resulting
distribution with a maximum for a most probable distance rm. The donor-acceptor
attraction obviously only disturbs the distribution for close pairs.
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Fig. 30: Donor-Acceptor distance probability distribution, adopted from Ref. (97).
The Coulomb interaction only disturbs the random distribution for close pairs.

The transition probability increases as the donor acceptor distance decreases since
the overlap of the wave functions becomes larger with decreasing distance97. The
lifetime before recombination will as a consequence be longer for more distant pairs,
which can be examined in time-resolved luminescence measurements. Under
continuous excitation the distant pair recombinations will saturate first, due to
longer lifetimes and the recombination path moves towards closer pairs exhibiting
shorter lifetimes, as the excitation density increases99. Hence the donor-acceptor
recombination peak moves to higher photon energies with increasing excitation
density, until all donor-acceptor transitions are saturated, as shown in fig. 31.
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Fig. 31: Calculated peak energy versus excitation density for donor-acceptor
recombinations involving shallow donors and the Cu-acceptor in InQ53Ga047As60

Note the saturation behaviour at high excitation densities.

An analytical expression relating the saturation induced energy shift of the
donor-acceptor peak energy hvpeak to the excitation density J has been derived in
Ref. (99) and reads

J = D
(AE)3

(Ed-2AE)

with (52)

Here D is a proportionality factor, Ed and Ea are the ionization energies of the
unperturbed donor and acceptor impurities, respectively. The expression is valid for
a shallow hydrogen-like donor state and a deeper acceptor state.

The temperature affect the luminescence mechanisms in different ways, by
thermal ionization of excitons and impurities, by changing the population of
neighbouring electronic and vibrational states and by the impact of phonons100. The
luminescence intensity can be used as a measure of the degree of thermal ionization
of an impurity in a band to impurity transition and of course in donor acceptor
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transitions97. The conclusions drawn from a single temperature dependence
measurement should be treated with care since the recombination paths chosen by
the charge carriers are the most probable and relative changes due to temperature
changes can be complex.

Hydrostatic Pressure

External perturbations such as magnetic fields and uniaxial strain are often used
in conjunction with the original experimental technique to reveal additional
information on a defect. Hydrostatic pressure, e.g. pressure applied equally in all
directions, affect the lattice constant of the crystal and thereby changes the band
structure, though leaving the symmetry of the system unchanged. Hydrostatic
pressure of about lOOkbar is easily attained by a diamond anvil cell with liquid argon
as the hydrostatic pressure medium101

Fig. 32: Hydrostatic pressure
dependence of the near band gap
transitions.
The crossover point from direct
(F-point)to indirect (X-point) band
gap appears at P=43kbar. 0 10 20 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 70 60

PRESSURE (kbor)

The experimental pressure dependence of the band gap of GaAs, as monitored by
donor bound exciton transitions, due to hydrostatic pressure102 can be seen in fig. 32.

Note the transition from direct (at the T-point ) to indirect (at the X-point)
bandgap at P=43kbar. The pressure coefficient of the direct transition, involving the
F-conduction band, is positive while the pressure coefficient of the transition from
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the X-band to the valence band is negative.

An effective-mass-like defect level follows the band from which the defect wave
function can be constructed as the band evolves with increasing hydrostatic pressure.
In contrast, a transition metal defect level is communicating with several bands and
the wavefunction normally contains contributions from many of them resulting in
a much more complicated and less pronounced pressure dependence103. The
hydrostatic pressure dependence of the ionization energy is therefore a means of
determining the character of a certain defect level.

Grating Double-Monochromator

Fig. 33: Experimental photoluminescence arrangement, employing an Ar+-ion laser
as excitation source. The luminescence light is collected by parabolic mirrors.

The photoluminescence experimental setup is schematically sketched in fig. 33.
The excitation source is an Ar+ ion laser emitting at wavelengths 514.5nm and
488.0nm. The excitation light is focused onto the sample contained in a combination
cryostat that allows the sample to be cooled either by liquid He or He gas. The sample
temperature, measured by a calibrated Si-diode, can be varied between 2K and 350K.
The emitted radiation is collected and focused onto the entrance slit of a double pass
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0.60m focal length grating monochromater, by parabolic mirrors. The resolution is
approximately 0.2 meV at A.=1.5um. The dispersed light is detected by a liquid
nitrogen cooled Ge (Eg=0.7eV) p-i-n diode or an InAs (E_=0.4eV) diode, depending on
the photon energy region of interest. The signal is lock-in amplified and analyzed by
a computer which also controls the monochromator.
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